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In general, there are no ot.hogonal eigenpolarizat.ions 
when the absorption or the dichroism is taken into ac
COUllt. In the cases of the circular ami linear dichro
ism, there are t.wo ot.hogonal eigenpolarizations. In 
t.hese cases, the .J om's lllatrix for the trallsverse elec
tric field of the propagating wave is expressed ,vi t.h 
t.he eigenpolarization, and then the .Jones matrix can 
he transferred to the J"Iueller matrix t.o descrihe t.he 
evolution of the Stokes parameters for a homogeneous 
slab plasma. To study polarized radiative transfer of 
electron cyclotron wave, the Mueller matrix that in
dudes the effects of both birdrillgcllce and dichroism 
is dealt with here. Full Stokes parameters are used to 
describe the polarization state. Each cOlllponellt of the 
full Stokes parameters is expressed as 5i (i = 0, L 2, 3), 
and a three-din~cllsional vector s = (51,51" S:d is de
fined here. The reduced Stokes parameters of the fast 
characteristic eigelllllOde Sf can be ,vrit.tell, ill terms 
of the azimuth allgle and the ellipticity, e and E, as 
Sf = (cos2ecos2E, siIl2Bcos2Lsin2E). The evolutioll 
equatiolls of polarization states for full St okes paralll
ptprs ohtainpd from the j\iueller matrix are as follows: 
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where the scalar and vector produds are taken for the 
components of i = 1, 2 and 3. Here, the complex refrac
tive indexes are defined as (nr ,s - il.:r,s) for the fast and 
slow modes. 

For the perpendicular injection, eigenvalues under the 
uniform shear should he defined, including the shear 
term in an order of [(clw)o:J2, ,,,here C\: is a shear of the 
magnetic field. For the polarization , the effect of the 
shear is in an order of [( c I w) Cl]. This effect is neglected 
here as a first st.ep. In our case. a pure perpendicular 
injection is not available, and the effect of the magnetic 
field component along the wan' vector was discussed . 
In use of t.he obtained equations, the case of the pure 
perpendicular injectioll is described here. In the perpell
dicnlar injection, the complex refradive indexes in t.he 
frequenc}' range of the second harmonic for the X-Illode 
can he written hy the function F(j introduced hy Dne
strovskii in the lowest order of t hennal corrections. For 
the O-lllode. the rdractive iudex is approxilllated as the 
cold one in t his lowest order. n cal and imagiuary parts 
of these equations are used here. Figure 1 shows the 

electron temperature profile for the ECH target plasma 
t.o investigate t,he dependency of t.he single path absorp
tiOll 011 the polari'Zation state. The target plasma is pro
duced 'with the 82.6GHz gyrotrons. The electron den
sity is about 1.0 x 1019m- 3 , and the maglletic field is 
1.5T. This target plasma is additionally heated ,vith the 
84GHz gyrotroll at the 2nd harmonic OIl-axis heating. 
The change of the diamagnetic signal when the 84GHz 
gYl'otroll is turned 011 is used to evaluate the absorption 
power. Figure 2 shows the absorption power deduced 
from the dialllaglldic sigual and the single path absorp
tiOll rate calculated, when the )..14 polarizer is rotated. 
The single path ahsorption rate is evaluated as the term 
of [1 - So] after the sillgle path. \Vhen the )..14 polarizer 
is rotated , not only tlH' azimuth angle of the polariza
tiou ellipse e but also the ellipticity E is changed in our 
casc. This effect on the ('llipticity E is included iu the 
calculation. The absorption power deduced from the 
diamagnetic signal is not a direct measure of the single 
path absorption rate, lwcause the wave may he ahsorbed 
after lllulti ple refiectious at the wall. N everthcless, the 
dependence of the power is qualitatively consistent. with 
the single path absorption rate calculated using the 0 b
t.ained equations. 
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Fig.1:The electron temperature profile of the target 
plasma. 
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Fig.2:The absorpt.ion power deduced from the 
diamagnetic signal and the calculated single 
paJ.h absorption rat.e. 
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